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There is a care to be taken in remembering.
Some scholars insist that once an event has a
story - a retelling, it is no longer “true,” no
longer a happening, but a story of a story,
through time.^1 Still others would suggest that
our memories are complicated understandings,
inscribed or written by those in our social worlds,
into our own experiences.^2
But remembering a place that has never been
is wholly something else. And I don’t mean that
what “social figures” I might conjure in the
telling of this story did not exist, but that in my
time, I have never seen them.^3
Their forms are with me nonetheless. I find
however, that the space is essential for a
haunting that moves forward through the
fogginess of scattered pasts. What can be seen
from a distance is not always the clearest vision.
What seems most likely is not always what
happens.
In the Spring of 2016, I began to explore the
city of Lansing, Michigan on foot. I lived in the
heart of the city, in a neighborhood referred to as
Moores Park. The neighborhood rested on the
edge of REO Town, affectionately and
appropriately named by the city’s residents for its
history in a mammoth automotive past.
It was not my intention to “find” anything,
necessarily. I set out on a hot summer day along
the Grand River. The city’s River Trail recreation
park system provided an asphalt path that led
along the river, across from the behemoth Otto
Eckert Municipal Power Plant, across the water to
buttress Lansing’s only remaining GM Plant Lansing Grand River Assembly. Makers of
Camaros.

…a buzzing of ghosts. A cacophony of
whispers from a time I could not know.

I had never been so close to a factory.

Avery Gordon (2008) describes haunting
like…”a particular way of knowing what has
happened or is happening.”^7 In pieces, we discover
the lives we fictionalize to tell a story of social
realities, “fictions of the real.”^8 Haunting like
uncovering a time when the names of the streets
were living people, making their money, leading the
city, while their fortunes fueled the policy and
practice of Michigan’s capital.
These are all markers to conjure the curiosity of
some other time - a beginning. Authenticity, after
all, is important to U.S culture. Originality and
invention. Individuality embodied, so that the
genius belongs to one, and not many.
There are other hauntings, however, other
ghosts, whose shadows aren’t dissolved by the bright
lights of historic relevance. Not directly. Everyday
life rarely has markers dedicated to it. The lives of
those who go unremembered by the powers of
history’s telling are fundamental elements to the
“progress” of a future under control.

These walks would take me all over the city,
walking over ground I later discovered was the
predictable trace of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern Railroad - under pavement, under
concrete, under more asphalt, under traffic.
Under Interstate 496, which ripped its way neatly
through the heart of the city, making all around
it a blur of irrelevance. Roofs and tree tops
peeked over its concrete shoulders, the river
invisible to anyone strange to the town.
Along the bank, this trail would take me,
sometimes busy with people and their strive for
fitness. Often solitary. Never quiet.
The trail snaked along the banks all the way
downtown, revealing secrets along the way.
Empty, partial concrete foundations, halfsubmerged in the current. Curious, chain-laced
dead-end streets with no beginning, whose edges
were jagged asphalt drops into the Grand River.
Painted buildings with no windows.
Repurposed structures with empty parking lots.
And a heaviness that told nothing - a silence
around a noise that was unidentifiable to me.

The heavy breath of a past is a hard thing to
unpack in an unfamiliar place. There were stories
sitting on the surface at every turn. Every street
corner - every rise of a hill. A pile of rubble in the
middle of an empty field. But, so much of what I
could see told me nothing, if only that something
had been there. Something larger that bloomed in
the weight of the busy quiet.
It was not as though The Past of Lansing was not
documented. I take much of my knowing and
telling here from the works of Lisa Fine,^4 a gifted
socio-historian, and from the generous librarians
working throughout the Michigan Library System to
protect and preserve these documents of times that
never were, were it not for photos. The only visible
markings of Lansing’s past were historic signs,
created and erected by the federal Department of
the Interior that noted the site of the Diamond REO
factory, detailing in brief the life of Ransom E.
Olds, and the history of the auto industry in the
city’s heart. Along the main street in REO Town,
signs along the street told anyone interested about
the history of the Oldsmobile - Lansing’s claim to a
place in the story of Michigan - of Rust Belt cities of the car in the United States. And then, of
course, the names of the streets were quick
impositions of what residents and visitors would
take for granted…someone who mattered, in
some other time, but who mattered no longer to
anything but navigation.^5
Haunting nonetheless. Ghosts of spaces. Ghosts in
places.^6
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These hauntings and their boneyards, where
the surface of a foundation still grips the barbed
wire, secured there once by someone invested in
protecting whatever it was, in wait for nothing.
Crumbled bits of other times, made by other
hands - troubled by the troubles of their lives.
But there is a danger in remembering something
that never happened.
As I continued to walk through the city every
day of that summer, my curiosity became
consumed with piecing together a past of a place
that was the proto-type of the American Dream.
Labor. Unions.
Democracy. Public Good.
Equality. Sidewalks. Swimming pools.
Or what I imagined a Dream like that would look
like…here…at the bottom of the peninsula.
Public Works projects, funded by the monies
of the tycoons at the local and national levels, in
conjunction with the federal government, fueled
other growth. Workers lived down the hills or
across the river from their bosses and local
capitalists. And while it would be a reduction to
assume that all of the folks in the heart of
Lansing at the turn of the 20th century were
white, the variation between labor resided
primary in ethnicity.^9
The houses in my neighborhood and the
neighborhoods I walked through were all close
together. There were some lots next to houses,
not quite big enough to fit another house. Curbs
broke in curves to nowhere, and sidewalks from
the street went right to nothing.
There were collective movements as the white
residents of the city fled it - around the same
time the federal government opened the
floodgates on cheap property just outside city
limits.^10 The city did not “die,” even if
wounded - and it was not immune to the seismic
waves cracking the earth of urban spaces all
along the Rust Belt. Thousands lost their jobs,
whole neighborhoods emptied out, the
temperature of Lansing dropped. But there was
everyday life, nonetheless. People walked to
work, bought houses, had children, mended
broken hearts, and struggled under the
consequences of policies made by those looking
out from somewhere else. Familiar tellings of one
past make for a silencing of the justice that
would be served to those whose stories disappear
in the murky waters of power's heroic tales of
itself.^11

Federal programs would allow the government to
claim property of residents, buying their rights for
less than the property was worth in many cases.^12
The building of interstate connectors through cities
was subsidized by the federal government’s slum
clearance/urban renewal projects.^13 The interstates
allow us to drive over boneyards of neighborhoods not
long gone. The city’s landscape sits on thin layers of
other times.
It is impossible for any of us to know the everyday
lives of the people that walked through this city in
the time of its beginning. As a trusted friend and
colleague asks: “Why would anyone save these
things?” Neighborhoods, parks, pools, and bridges. It
is precisely because we would not know to ask about
these spaces that makes them important. It is not
only the story of the bridge, or pool, but the people
around those spaces - the people that used them, the
people that planned them, the people that wrote the
check, and the people that destroy them. In the end,
they are just a bridge, and just a pool. It matters,
however, that they mattered.^14
I can only claim that a bridge mattered because it
crossed a river. I can only say it matters because it
provided a way for people to get across this part of the
Grand River, in this part of the city, for a very long
time. And then, like the city itself, was forgotten and
left to rot.
Unlike the city, however, the bridge disappeared and with it, the shared experience of its crossing. The
changes to the cityscape are only captured in time by
photographs. These captive seconds show a different
world than the horizon of the present.
And yet, I can’t help but want to see what was seen
in those moments. Postcards from a time that looked
so different, but not unfamiliar to me. Archived
photographs of bridges, neighborhoods, city streets
whose bricks lie under layers of layers of repair,
repave, resurface, and repeat.
What follows is a story of obsession, haunting, and
ghosts. I place myself in different times in form only,
and to ask questions that incite the ghosts I have seen
to emerge and show themselves to anyone that would
seek them out...even as they evade notice in dreams
of a past that never happened. If they whisper from
the shallows and materialize in opacity to tell their
stories, what will they tell us?
Would they tell us that they saw the slow
decomposition of themselves in the neglect of "the
public"...? Would they tell us that their rememberings
disappointed their realities, sharing the struggles of
achieving the impossible in the American Dream? A
warning, perhaps, to remember intentionally? To
proceed with critical caution? Or, most likely, a whole
symphony of other stories, unrelated to anything but
the very real doings of everyday life?^15
Demolition by neglect makes the footing treacherous.
It is in this uncertainty, we begin…
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Souls are mixed with things; things are mixed with souls.^16

^17

“…the ghost is just the sign…that tells you a haunting is taking place. The
ghost is not simply a dead or missing person, but a social figure, and investigating it
can lead to that dense site where history and subjectivity make social life. The
ghost or the apparition is one form by which something lost, or barely visible, or
seemingly not there to our supposedly well-trained eyes, makes itself known or
apparent to us, in its own way, of course. The way of the ghost is haunting, and
haunting is a very particular way of knowing what has happened or is happening.
Being haunted draws us affectively, sometimes against our will and always a bit
magically, into the structure of feeling a reality we come to experience, not as cold
knowledge, but as transformative recognition.”^18
I-496

the Grand River
the bones

River Street

follow me…
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It never stopped moving.

I had been living down the street from
this gigantic power plant for six months.

I could not remember the sound
of my home life without the
mechanical churning of its
insides echoing through the
neighborhood.

A power plant that fed the whole city…

A power plant to serve the public. It haunted my everyday life.
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I lived in the neighborhood closest to the power plant.

Moores Park

The power plant sat on
land that was donated by
General Motors in the
1920s.^19 The houses in my
neighborhood had been
there longer than that.

The plants stacks were
shorter and more numerous.
Environmental protections
in 1970s and 80s required a
distancing of the stacks
from the ground.^21

Luckily for the automaker,
their main city plant sat
adjacent to the location of
the giant municipal power
station. Before that,
Oldsmobile reigned over
Lansing.

By design, surrounding
neighborhoods housed the
supervisors - the feet of the
worker would touch the
same cement as middle
managers of the company.
And they all lived down the
street from the richest men
in the city.^22

At the time the power
plant was constructed,
the population of Lansing
was 57,327. A great
portion of the population
worked in automotive
manufacturing.^20

…footsteps of everyday life…

The power plant was haunting, but
not in the ways that reveal a
spectre.

The rhythm of the city’s heart
palpitated often. Pieces of it
dissolved into fields, into
unnamed buildings - and yet
others held the gauzy haze of
its ghosts close.

I drew the stacks over and over - they cast their spell on most of us living in the capital. They enchanted my imagining.

Glimpses of another time. Sightings of
different evaluations of governance, of the
state, of the corporation... of capitalism in
practice and motion.
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The fascination spread out.

...and already, the romance thinly covers the truths I might find.

^23
Every day that was warm enough, young people from the
neighborhood gathered on the basketball courts …in the river
valley of Moores Park. I could hear their contests from the front
porch of my house.

I found an old park plan in an archive of
the Capital Area District Library. It
transformed the way I saw and thought
about this century-old neighborhood and
city heart.

is this everyday life…?

…where a milestone, historic
“natatorium” sat a few feet away.
A pool for the public.

Moores Park, a public park, undulated with the
ghosts of a time that was, mixing with the energies
of the living…in the present.

But no one person’s experiences are identical - nor are
the tellings of those life stories. Realities of our social
worlds are created by an order- a modernized life.
Stratification. Hierarchies. Toxic dangers produced by
power.
…and yet, power produces these public spaces…
where people come together who might be strange to one
another. That is a “hope” in and of “public.”
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The neighborhood had changed since the 1920s, when the park, the power plant, and the school were built. But the
changes, as with so many other neighborhoods in the United States, did not suit all of the residents.^24
People from the area
shared their stories
with me. Often the
secrets of the public
park politic of the
neighborhood flashed
themselves with such
conversations.
The flash disguised
itself, and softened as
stories of stories. The
context of
“community,” where
not all present are
invited.

They said they didn’t want
‘more RATS’ in the
park….

“The public” is taken for
granted, as ideal “inclusion”
is only a theory.
^10
Practice is different.

^25

Manifestations of
expectations - who
was “the public,” and
who would be a
spectator to a
privileged “progress”
in the chlorinated
waters? Outside,
looking in…always.

Municipal swimming pools provided a
space for white men and women to
meet one another. Access was denied
to Black folks beginning in the 20sthe complications of sexuality, future
(“progress”), and ever-present exercise
of racism tied up the tangles of
segregation.^26

is this everyday life…?
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The power plant, the pool and the school (forgotten)…

Public endeavors.

Is this everyday life?

^27

I am both a part of and apart from these worlds. A spectator on the edge of what I can imagine, but never see. At
the same time, I know elements of the past that linger here. The moment the photo of the pool was snapped in 1935,
it never happened again. Just that one time. Just for that second of exposure.

The jewels of Moores Park faced threats at the turn
of every year. Their half-century and more- year
old structures were crumbling, in the heart of a
city where the powerful only remembered them
when money arose as a question of upkeep, and
obligation. Only the west entrance of the pool and
the natatorium itself are registered historic
landmarks with the federal Department of the
Interior.^28 The pavilion is not protected under the
same guidelines and policies that would require its
"owners" to maintain its historic condition. At the
same time, even the protection of federal agencies
can’t make for preservation on the ground.^29 The
pool’s mortar weathers every season in the Great
Lakes state. The urgency of repairs, however, goes
unheeded.

It is not so easy, nor accurate, to say that a city
simply stops doing maintenance on its public
spaces. Proving intention is difficult. Rather, it’s
the complicated connection of revenue to the
funding of projects, the allocation of those funds,
the quantifiable proof of need over waste. Everyday
life in and of bureaucracies. Such hopes in process.
Such anticipation for a “return” to a moment that
has never really been. Or was…just that one time.
Politics have their own romance - their own shrouds
of the mythic: when history can point to “what
worked” and when, while still only making clear
the truth it seeks to show. The days of yearning
behind us are only days to lament if our
imagination of power’s past deceives us with a void
for “equality.” The “Public Good” has never been
“equal.”^30
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In the spring of 2017, the radio and local
newspapers were scattered with stories of
the park’s pavilion, its base all fieldstone
- concrete and mortar cracking. The city
and its contracted engineers determined
that the structure was unsafe, and
boarded up all access to the picnic
platform.^32 This pavilion was a
neighborhood gathering place - the only
place to sit and eat with other people in
the whole park.
Demolition was one of its five fates.
The city deferred to the contractors
for estimates and learned quickly
that the repairs would be more
expensive than simply tearing it
down.^33

“We won’t take the next step
until we finish gathering
input from residents,”
Kaschinske said, adding that
there is a possibility that
the pavilion could be
demolished, repaired or a new
one could be built
altogether.
Lansing State Journal, Wednesday, July 26, 2017^31

The City Pulse, another of Lansing's newspaper
outlets, reported that the inspection done by city
officials revealed "...a state of shear failure" in the
structure of the pavilion.^34 Questions loomed
about the cost, versus the benefit. Technocracy can
be subtle. The benefits versus the cost of preserving
the only shaded structure that provided enough
seats for large groups of people from the
community to gather. Renovation or reconstruction
would overrule complete demolition if “the public”
was considered. But demolition was cheapest.^35 At
the same time, the justification for its care and
rejuvenation would be balanced with the promise of
revenue. This city property has not generated
revenue since it was closed over a year ago.^36
The city waits. The pavilion sits still…
waiting…wetting, drying, wetting, drying, and
weathering away further.
A slow creep toward demolition by neglect.
A slow disintegration of “public” pieces.

DEMOLITION BY NEGLECT:
"...a term used to describe a situation in which a
property owner intentionally allows historic
property to suffer severe deterioration, potentially
beyond the point of repair. Property owners may
use this kind of long-term neglect to circumvent
historic preservation regulations."^37.
In order for a structure to be subject to this
classification, it must be registered as a
"historic landmark" with the U.S.
Department of the Interior or state
governments.
"Context in Which Demolition by Neglect Arises:
...neglect is an affirmative strategy used by an
owner who wants to develop the property."^38
Develop for whatever reason.
What is this practice called when done by a
government - a city, state or municipality?
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…but that is only a part of the story.

On this particular day
in January, I set out to
document a mystery.

There were these bones, you see…

We animate [place] in our imaginations, we construct it in our minds…

sticking out from the river bank…with no marker, no
gravestone, no presence of a memory to tell the story of
its living.

The place possesses us, and we possess it; we belong to the place,
and the place belongs to us.^39

I had to find out more.
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“Somewhere between the Actual and the Imaginary ghosts might enter without affrighting us.”^40

As I made my way through the slushy, icy
streets of REO Town, questions of the public
“demolition by neglect”only flickered.
The weather made outdoors nearly
unbearable, spitting and freezing in a subtle,
numbing wind. I had to alternate hands in
coat pockets: the wind bit my fingers
through my gloves.

I did not know exactly where to go…the
strange made itself big and looming, at the
same time that I could not resist its calling.
I hoped to find bones. I hoped to catch a ghost,
walking over the landscape, from the corner of my
eye. To glimpse what Bell calls “the aura of our
web of social relations”….^41

follow me…
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Sanborn insurance maps showed that some parts of
this city had changed, while the traces of others
remained through the layers of time and
infrastructural tissue.^42

I found maps to show me a layer of another body.
I found historic documents that showed me…

…neighborhoods that bordered factories…

…data of everyday life.

…connecting two sides.

It was that spirit of the “everyday,” I realized,
then driving me through the wintery
desolation that January, that brought me back
to my seeking.

(“wooden bridge”)

It was the map that sent me out into the
freezing afternoon. It was a map that showed
me something I could not see.
^44

^43

It was a map that revealed…
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fictions of the real…

…and the ghost of a bridge at the end of River Street.

^45
transformative recognition…^46

Neglect that would predict demolition.
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This is not merely the story of this ghostly
form…disappeared, with its traces of concrete
bone matter, left behind. No, for we are not
haunted by the materiality of our everyday lives
because of the brick, or the rebar, or the pebbles in
the pavement. Indeed, we are haunted, if we are
haunted, as Heather Van Wormer also states in her
chapter, by each other.^47 We are haunted by the
humanity that connects to one another over time
through the meaning we share in objects.
Connected through the stories we tell, the lives we
live, and the technologies we make to progress
these lives forward. River banks, connected.
Furniture without memories.^48

I return to my friend’s question of “who cares
about this bridge?” as one whose answer could lie
in truly sociological principles. “The story is about
haunting and about the crucial way in which it
mediates between institution and person, creating the
possibility of making a life, of becoming something
else, in the present and for the future.”^49 Imagining
experiences connected to history, and to the very
real institutional policies and practices that
organize our lives. The birth and death of this
bridge are regulated by governing bodies, just as
the slow dismemberment of public space comes
from decisions made elsewhere.

^50

…ghosts might enter without affrighting us… The pool and the pavilion are also nodes, places on
The bridge serves as a node in structures of
social relations.^51 The strands connect all
those living in various social worlds. As a
sociologist on foot, it is not only the bridge I
search for, but the traces of everyday lives, past
and present, in the structure and boneyards of
this city. I search for how those lives cross,
down the cracked sidewalks of this city. Just as
Bechtold describes, the doing of building
together matters to everyday life.^52 The
sidewalks, just like the bridges, were contracted
often by cities across the country.^53 The
“cheapest bidder,” with the best connections.
There is a process to the bid, a process to the
application, a process preceding action, done by
people in positions to make decisions for
everyone else.

the steely webs of our relations to capital, labor, and
the rest of the world. But the pool and the pavilion
remain in the spots they were built so long ago when the park was the paradise between the river
and a different time. The bridge was gone, and with
it the access people had who used it - to work and
back, or wherever, had to it. Its use became itself a
problem for some residents of the neighborhood even as its use in decades before had been a
consideration the city had to take in its
maintenance.^54 Its building was unremarkable:
history does not tell its story, as it would of its
sisters. The Kalamazoo Street bridge, the Washington
Street bridge, the Grand River bridge all had their
notice and commemoration in time, frozen for the
memories of those who had never seen iterations of
these public structures in the past. The River Street
bridge did not have the same fate.
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^55

...It was this reality - this silence in record - that made it so
difficult to find that it had ever "truly" existed.

this is not to say that I could not "see" it through time, but that its
material absence made visions of it, informed by the romance of a paston-paper, only imaginary.
Why did they
demolish it? Was it
the interstate?

^56

Librarians worked tirelessly to
show me more and more -and
fill in the contexts of the
moments gone.
Much of
this area was low
income by the
1970s…why spend
to fix it?

I felt the possession beset me, even still.
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It was this discovery, the connections between
the document of history, of an intentional telling,
that drove the obsession of finding its image - and
this bridge’s life that connected two sides of the
Grand River. I captured the absence of the bridge in
my own photographs. It was not there, but I
imagined the narrow shoulders, the slow putter of
cars over time, crossing it, crossing it again. The
cracking of the wood in the cold ice of the winter
when first it provided crossing to people on horses,
in carriages, on foot. It began to take shape in my
imagination as not only a structure, now missing,
but a touch-point for whole neighborhoods, truck
routes, bus routes, bike rides - and get-aways. I
imagined the responses of people familiar, coming
back to this spot - when once it was crossable, only
to find it closed…impassable.
When I finally found the images of the River
Street bridge, the puzzle’s picture was clear. But it
was just a bridge. The pictures revealed an
abandoned body - one crumbling, forgotten, ignored.
Neglected.

I imagine the “traumascapes” theorized by Marie
Tumerkin (2005), much as Sarah Surface-Evans
suggests in her chapter, to be the spaces we come to
know demolished, destroyed or closed off to us when
access used to be unlimited.^57 Could traumascapes
be just as easily considered in the slow
decomposition of a public structure? A restriction of
funding? A slow disintegration of “investment”in
what would be “the public.”
Traffic changes when the bridge is gone. What
was once a through street becomes a “dead end.”
River Street runs into both the Cedar (at its south)
and the Grand on its north side. I am the only one
out here, at least, the only one visible. The only one
in the spitting freezing rain. Standing on parts of a
sidewalk that were laid in 1923, blocks from the
power plant, the pool, and down the street from
where this ghost was once real. The Department of
Public Works stamped this panel of concrete and
moved on. How many feet have rested here for only
seconds in stride, where my booted feet, frozen
inside socks, now stand?

^58

I see the feet touching this pavement…
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everyday life in the pavement.
everyday life in our steps.

everyday life in the walk to work.

everyday life in the walk back home again.
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So what of the disruptions to everyday life
by the absence of this bridge? Untangling
the complications of “demolition by
neglect” in practice by governing, or
“owning” participants in public life,
yielded frustration and discouragement.
Impossible to prove, if the definition
applied to literal property of historic
value. “The Public” was a “structure of
historic value,” but not of property and
profit. Social gain cost money. “Progress”
is expensive.

So,
wait…the city
stopped maintaining
it, and people still
used it?

My colleagues were curious but not mystified…not like me.

Even if the
city had wanted to
keep up the bridge,
though, the communities
most affected by its
demolition were not
crucial voters. Harsh
but true!

There was a
weight limit set,
but heavier trucks
crossed it nonetheless.
It wasn’t designed for
the weight, and it
just broke it.^59

“The bridge should be closed for the safety of everybody. …

I sabotaged every conversation to talk about the
end of the bridge…
I sabotaged conversations to speak of this haunting…

Otherwise vandals will be
able to escape by foot across
the bridge - while police cars
will be unable to follow
them.” - - Meg Getz, Cherry
Hill resident.

^60

22
22

I heard something else in this
talk…I heard “vandals” and
“escape” echoing from the top of
Cherry Hill. I recognized the
language. The bridge was already
in its death throes. It had been
just for pedestrians for years.^61
“they said they didn’t want
‘more RATS’ in the
park…”
151
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displaced…
I read about Interstate-496, opened in 1970, and how it changed the lives of the people who were displaced by federal policies
and practices.^62 It changed the lives of commuters…making their time between work and home shorter and faster.

comfort…
^63

^64

I could not stop thinking about it…

But there was no
replacement, as the
headline suggested.
The bridge at the
end of River Street
had a long life of
uncertainty that
ended quite
fatefully for a city
pinching its
pennies.
From its early beginnings as a
wooden bridge, it seemed to serve
its purpose for only a moment.
By 1924, its fate was discussion - traffic did not warrant
sinking resources into its upkeep.^65, 66 Many factories
moved from the banks of the Grand to other places
around the city, and with the progression of
transportation and other technologies, not to mention
the social movements that nearly 100 years inevitably
unfolds, the fate of the River Street bridge might have
been its inevitable destruction.
It lasted until 1987 before it was disappeared by the city.^67
They contracted the labor out to take it down. Pieces of it
loom greenish-gray just below the surface of the river,
scattered on its banks.
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We watch the bridge die, and our
memories of its life, or the life of any
object we share in our social public worlds,
connect our experiences. These reference
points are merely pieces of the world we
share. It is the relationship that people
have with one another around these spaces
that makes them matter.^69
With its death, trauma. Not debilitating
trauma, not like that of direct violence.
Rather, the slow, painful departure of
something, of an object, of meaning.

^68

Who cares, indeed.
This is not the story of the bridge as it
stands alone, or once did. This story is a
story of people, and those lives shared
through connections to and through the
“social figures” in our physical, public
worlds.
These spaces of sharing are contentious
in the United States. The knowledge people
keep and the stories people share connect
us in ways that laws and policies cannot.
Or, at least, they have a more difficult
time administering control and order when
communities come together and share
space and experience. When information/
knowledge is exclusive (swimming in a
resort-like swimming pool vs. standing on
the other side of the fence, looking in),^70
the boundaries that benefit power to keep
remain in place. Ideologies (racism,
misogyny, homophobia) and their keepers,
maintain their grips. This is the danger
nestling in “the public,” or at least, history
shows the consequences, sometimes fatal,
of what happens with people separated,
come together for a common reasons.^71
Strategies of alienation are just that:
practices within ruling relations that
organize everyday experiences.^72
Demolition by neglect as a practice
organized the experiences of those whose
everyday lives involve or include these
objects of meaning.
If we walk over it everyday, we watch it
approach and it is familiar.
If we are afraid on it…and dread
crossing it, but can’t take the time to go
around to a sturdier bridge, blocks and
traffic away, that fear might linger there.
In everyday life.
From my return to my warm house, down
the street from the power plant that cold
January day, to these years after, the
mysteries of that bridge and the everyday
lives that knew it, haunts me still. “…
the world as yet remains an enchanted
place.”^73

Whatever our experience,
if demolition by neglect
is in motion, how does
the “neglect” process
make a traumascape
from everyday
encounters with that
“social figure?”^74, 74a
People reported great
sadness with the razing
of their homes for the
installation of the
interstate (Urban
Renewal Policies),^75 and
the razing of the REO
Plant in the center of the
city.^76 The loss of these
spaces resonates with
people, not necessarily
because of the structures
themselves, but of the
people (meaning)
associated with the
memories of those
spaces. We haunt one
another with the objects
that we make. We remain
when we have gone
through the structures
and pieces of the world
we share.
It is within reach, the
vision that would expose
the ghosts that most don’t
remember. It is within
grasp, a different way to
see the decisions made in
the past, “between
institution and person,
creating the possibility of
making a life, of becoming
something else, in the
present and for the
future.”^77
…a ghost story.
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Special acknowledgment and thank you to Heidi Butler of the Capital Area District Library/
Forest Park Library & Archives for her tireless work and enthusiasm for this project. Also, to
Nathan Holt of historicbridges.org, whose curiosity and interest in this project took me in
directions I would not have found on my own.
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